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Chapter 1831: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 12) 

“Your highness, she’s here.” 

“Un, you can leave.” 

When the doors to the Starlight Hall were closed, Luo Qing Chen finally looked up. 

Nan Yi Sheng was sitting high up, looking down as if he was writing something. His slender figures held 

the brush, looking very elegant. 

“Did miss assassin forget something?” He looked up at her with a faint sparkle in those deep eyes, 

looking at her casually. 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and her heart skipped a beat before she said, “What is your highness saying, 

this servant doesn’t understand!” 

Other than pretending not to know anything, she didn’t know a better method of clearing her name. 

After all, she still didn’t understand what this crown prince wanted to do. 

After a while, he slowly got up and crossed his hands as he looked at Luo Qing Chen with curled lips, 

“Your eyes are very beautiful.” 

When he saw her at the ceremony yesterday, he felt that her eyes were very beautiful. 

Light the stars in the night, glowing like pearls. 

So even when she snuck into his palace in those black clothes, he recognized her with a single glance. 

“Thank…..Your highness is too exaggerated.” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips and said, “But this servant 

doesn’t understand what your highness means.” 

“My meaning is……you forgot to give me the antidote.” He narrowed his eyes as his calm as water eyes 

revealed a gentle look. 

“Oh! Right!” 

Then Luo Qing Chen quickly changed her tone, “What did I just say?” 

“I have to say miss assassin, your poison tasted a bit special.” He came forward and leaned in in front of 

her, “If you don’t plan on giving me the antidote, give me another piece of the poison.” 

! 

When Nan Yi Sheng said this, Luo Qing Chen was surprised, while he was also surprised. 

He was surprised by what he had just said. He never thought that he would say these words, these 

teasing words. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 20%.] 

And for Luo Qing Chen, Nan Yi Sheng’s words really were unexpected for her. 



It seemed like his character was as she had imagined, the surface and the heart were two different 

worlds! 

Luo Qing Chen took out a chocolate chip from her pocket and stuffed it in his mouth, “This is the 

antidote……I hope that your highness will take into account that the poison and antidote tastes good to 

spare this servant!” 

Actually, there was a bit of coquettish tone in her voice when she said this. 

After all, there was the system, there was the notification, there was the affection. 

Luo Qing Chen knew that he wouldn’t hurt her! 

At the beginning of the worlds, she would still panic at 20% affection when starting a new world. 

But now, her confidence soared. Although she knew that this wasn’t right, she would still be pampered 

like this! 

“I don’t understand, why is the taste of the antidote and the poison the same?” Nan Yi Sheng looked at 

her flustered eyes and couldn’t help feeling strangely happy. 

This kind of happiness spread through his blood and entered his heart! 

“That……That……” Three seconds later, Luo Qing Chen forced out an argument as she looked at him and 

said, “All things are in harmony with each other. The poison and antidote are from the same family, so 

it’s normal that they taste the same!” 

After Luo Qing Chen heard herself say this, she muttered to herself: It really is a strong argument! 

  

Chapter 1832: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 13) 

Nan Yi Sheng gave a serious nod before looking into her eyes, “It makes sense.” 

“Then…..can this servant return to the maid quarters?” Luo Qing Chen asked about her situation. 

Although minister Diao Shang had her come to the Starlight Hall, she knew what was going on in her 

heart. 

After all, kidnapping the crown prince was a big matter and she couldn’t implicate Qiu Ju and Dong’er. 

“Live in the side hall first! Wait for me to arrange your quarters.” Nan Yi Sheng turned around as a faint 

sparkle appeared in his eyes that were as deep as the sea. 

He knew that he was very happy! 

Luo Qing Chen had a confused look. Could it be that Nan Yi Sheng wanted to use her to take care of the 

harem girls that couldn’t get past the gate! 

Damn, this treasure isn’t willing, alright? 

Luo Qing Chen gave a sigh and walked out of the hall in a depressed manner. 



As expected, 20% affection was nothing! She had even used two chocolate chips! 

When she came out of the hall, Qiu Ju and Dong’er came forward with knitted brows to ask what 

happened, but seeing the eunuch that was behind them, they closed their mouths. 

The side hall of the Starlight Hall was a bit away from the main hall, although there were more harem 

girls here. 

Luo Qing Chen was dressed like a maid, so naturally the harem girls didn’t care about her. When the 

eunuch who was in charge arranged a room for her, she received looks of disdain from all around. 

One of them called Lan Yu Ting was the first to speak. Her tone was sharp and filled with disdain. 

“Ai! Eunuch, there’s something I don’t understand, can I ask you?” She crossed her arms and looked 

right up, holding her head high like she was the ‘crown princess’, which made people unhappy when 

they looked at her. 

The eunuch in charge had been in the palace for many years, so he naturally understood the meaning 

hidden in words and could tell what Lan Yu Ting meant. 

But in the palace, there were many things that shouldn’t be said. 

Then again, he had been by the crown prince’s side for many years. Even if he didn’t know what he was 

thinking, he could guess most of it. 

Although this girl Xiao Chen was only a maid, for his highness, even if she wasn’t important, she was 

special. 

Because in all these years, he had never called a maid from the maid quarters to the Starlight Hall. 

Just based on this alone, it was something that these harem girls couldn’t compare to. 

“Miss Lan, please.” The eunuch in charge lowered his head and respectfully said this. 

“Ke, ke.” Lan Yu Ting cleared her throat and said, “This place is the side hall of the crown prince! It’s 

normal for a maid to come here to serve us, but to have a maid living here, that isn’t appropriate, right!” 

Lan Yu Ting’s voice was very dark, but she was the daughter of an imperial doctor and she was one of 

the higher ranked harem girls, so naturally she could speak more arrogantly. 

Just based on her sharp voice, Luo Qing Chen couldn’t take it anymore. 

“This……isn’t something this old servant can decide.” The eunuch gave a bow, “Everything is arranged by 

his highness. Miss Lan shouldn’t mind it, these three maids will only live in the side hall for a few days 

and won’t stay long.” 

This was what Nan Yi Sheng had said to him. Although there was a deeper meaning in these words, he 

could understand them. 

But even if the eunuch said this, Lan Yu Ting didn’t stop. 

Her right hand covered in jewelry came up and she pointed at Luo Qing Chen’s group, “But their statuses 

will sully this place.” 



  

Chapter 1833: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 14) 

When Luo Qing Chen heard this, she narrowed her eyes to look over Lan Yu Ting. 

She was wearing a fine ivory engraved robe with a peony fan in her hand, looking quite noble. 

Just based on her actions, it felt like she took herself as the empress of the world. 

It should be that she was young and vigorous that she didn’t know about the biggest taboo in the 

harem. 

Especially since she was only a harem girl without any status! 

“You’re saying that the maids in the palace will sully your place?” Luo Qing Chen gave a shrug. She didn’t 

have any fear in her eyes, but Dong’er and Qiu Ju standing beside her lowered their hands and pulled on 

her sleeves. 

Lan Yu Ting’s face was a bit ugly. She glared at her and gritted her teeth, “That is my natural status and 

you should know what status you have!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she turned to look at the eunuch like she was the ‘master’, “Eunuch, you 

should know whose daughter I am. We harem girls are golden branches, there’s no way to live with 

these servants.” 

The eunuch had a difficult expression. When he wanted to say something, Luo Qing Chen already 

replied. 

“But I don’t think that you’re dressed like golden branches.” She looked up at Lan Yu Ting as a cold look 

appeared in her clear eyes, “On the other hand, you’re similar to the bosses of the establishments in the 

east part of the city.” 

Although one had to be careful of what they said in the palace, the one who needed to be warned was 

Qiu Ju and not her. 

In her eyes, things that she could face head on, she never backed down from. 

“You’re seeking death!” Lan Yu Ting angrily came forward and raised her right hand, about to slap her. 

Luo Qing Chen gave a cold laugh and then firmly grabbed her wrist. 

“You actually dare to touch me?” Lan Yu Ting was about to kick her when Luo Qing Chen twisted her 

wrist. 

She staggered back and fell to the ground. 

She didn’t say a thing as she looked at the girl beside her. The girl immediately understood and went to 

get the guards. 

Luo Qing Chen saw this, but she didn’t stop her. 



Because she knew that she was already unwilling to deal with this ninth grade supporting female 

character, but she had to go against her! 

She wasn’t willing to go along with it, she had her pride! 

[The host really does whatever she wants!] 

I suffered that much in the last world, can’t I show off a bit! 

[You can, you can, you definitely can!] 

Lan Yu Ting thought that a bunch of people would come and help her off the ground. 

But she never thought that no one would come forward and she could even hear people secretly 

laughing at her. 

Most of these harem girls had some kind of backing. Although they were not daughters of high ranking 

officials, they were the pearls in the palms of their parents. 

Lan Yu Ting relied on being the daughter of an imperial doctor to always speak in a powerful manner. 

Although she had been here for a short period of time, there were quite a few people who didn’t like 

her. 

“Hey, why don’t you come and help this young miss up!” Her voice was filled with anger and her face 

was red. 

One could tell with a single look that her anger at Luo Qing Chen wasn’t light. 

The two woman standing in front looked at each other. Since Lan Yu Ting was the daughter of an 

imperial doctor, they had no choice but to help her. 

They never thought that after she stood up, she would push them aside and roar out, “Are you all idiots? 

You should have jumped down for me to land on when I fell, could it be that you want to suffer the 

same fate as this maid?” 

  

Chapter 1834: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 15) 

The girl in the pink dress who helped her up revealed an aggrieved look. She bit her lip and said, “Didn’t 

the eunuch already say it? The maids will only stay for a few days, so why not forgive them?” 

“Pa.” When she said this, Lan Yu Ting’s slap fell on her face. 

It had to be known, she had slapped out with all her strength. The anger she felt towards Luo Qing Chen 

was now vented on this harem girl. 

The girl in the pink dress was knocked to the ground and blood came out of her mouth. Her face was 

pale and she didn’t even have the strength to stand. 

At this time, Lan Yu Ting’s maid had brought the imperial doctor over. 



The imperial doctor didn’t even care about the person on the ground and immediately came to Lan Yu 

Ting’s side to ask in a concerned voice, “Darling, what’s wrong? How can you suffer just a few days after 

entering the palace!” 

Seeing the pampering look of the imperial doctor, Lu Qing Chen understood how Lan Yu Ting’s “self 

centered” character was built! 

“Dad, wu, wu, wu, wu……” 

Lan Yu Ting didn’t have the same personality as before the moment she saw the imperial doctor. 

She acted pitifully as tears came down! 

“Don’t cry, don’t cry. Aiya, my little baby.” The imperial doctor patted his head while saying in a stern 

voice, “Dad will definitely make anyone who bullied you suffer!” 

Lan Yu Ting pointed over at Luo Qing Chen, “It was this lowly maid that bullied me, she even pushed 

me!” 

As she said this, she didn’t forget to reveal a proud look. 

This look was to tell Luo Qing Chen that she was in trouble! 

But Luo Qing Chen didn’t panic at all, she even wanted to laugh…… 

The imperial doctor turned around and his eyes opened wide in anger as he looked at Luo Qing Chen, 

“Bold servant, you actually dare act this way to a harem girl. Haven’t you been taught that you must 

obey your masters when you entered the palace?” 

It had to be said, this imperial doctor really was someone who had been in the palace for many years. 

He still knew how to implicate her with a crime when he spoke, his words completely unreasonable like 

Lan Yu Ting’s. 

“Ke, ke.” Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat and said, “First, this person dressed like an old buddha isn’t 

my master. Second, I have a bad memory, I forgot everything that I was taught!” 

What! Come! Let’s face each other head on! 

If it wasn’t for the sad story in the last world, she might respect the story of this world. 

But now she wasn’t willing! She would bounce back against everything, using happiness against sadness 

and sadness against happiness. 

“You, you, you.” The imperial doctor never expected Luo Qing Chen to be this arrogant. 

He came forward and wanted to use the same action as Lan Yu Ting had used on her. 

He rolled up his sleeve and his beard trembled as he looked at Luo Qing Chen, “Simply seeking death.” 

“Un, not only are the actions the same, even the words are the same.” Luo Qing Chen gave a shrug and 

revealed a smile of disdain. 



When she was about to raise her hand and grab his wrist, there were slender fingers that had already 

grabbed the imperial doctor’s wrist. 

Everyone was surprised before they all kneeled down, “Greetings to your highness.” 

  

Chapter 1835: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 16) 

Luo Qing Chen was surprised as she turned to see that familiar peerless appearance appear in her eyes. 

This male lead really was good looking. There was a touch of indifference in the charming and his eyes 

had a strange passionate look in them. 

Very special…..very special….. 

Although she was a bit angry for being transferred to a side hall, since Nan Yi Sheng came, it meant that 

not only did he send the eunuch, he had sent someone to secretly watch her. 

She looked at his face and wanted to say something, but he leaned in by her ear and said, “Miss assassin 

really has a personality, it really…..makes one feel unsettled.” 

“Si!” Everyone took a cold breath because of Nan Yi Sheng’s actions. 

Everyone in the Nan Zhao Country knew that the crown prince had a face that could enamour thousands 

of girls, but he had a calm personality. He was gentle, but he was a man with an ice heart. 

This man never had a woman by his side, whether it was a concubine or a princess, he didn’t have a 

single one. 

However, now he had actually leaned in beside this maid and whispered in her ear. 

This scene made people think that it was unbelievable. 

The eunuch standing on the side let out a sigh of relief. There were beads of sweat on his forehead and 

his heart kept beating fast. 

Although he knew that this maid called Xiao Chen was important in his highness’ heart, her words 

towards the imperial doctor just now had been……too arrogant! 

But now it seemed like she deserved to be this arrogant because his highness completely stood on her 

side. 

No one dared to speak, only the imperial doctor slowly said, “Your highness, please forgive this minister, 

but this maid has gone against order just now. She didn’t put the harem girls of your highness’ side hall 

in her eyes, so this minister wanted to teach her a little lesson.” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and couldn’t help giving a cold laugh in her heart. The people in the palace 

really did have some skills, they could instantly turn black to white. 

“You……” Luo Qing Chen wanted to say something, but the imperial doctor cut her off. 



“I actually don’t understand what the imperial doctor means by going against order.” Nan Yu Sheng 

looked at Luo Qing Chen, giving her a warm and calming look. 

Receiving this look, her face couldn’t help turning a bit red. 

“This maid acted against a harem girl……Naturally this is going against order!” The imperial doctor was a 

bit confused, but he didn’t dare act too arrogantly in front of Nan Yi Sheng. 

What he said was reasonable, so he crossed his hands and said this in a calm voice. 

But then Nan Yi Sheng revealed a faint smile as he said, “When did I say that she was a maid?” 

He thought that he could put her in the side hall for a few days and once the inner hall of the Starlight 

Hall was repaired, he could bring her in with the name of the crown prince. 

As for her status, he hadn’t thought it through yet. He wasn’t sure what this girl in front of him meant to 

her, he just felt that she was special to him. He couldn’t help thinking about her and kept wanting to 

approach her….. 

Although she was only a maid, he felt that she was that dazzling. 

She was that dazzling no matter where she went and it caught him off guard, drawing in his attention. 

So he wanted to keep her by his side and ponder this feeling that he had…..for the first time in his life! 

  

Chapter 1836: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 17) 

When Nan Yi Sheng said this, the imperial doctor had completely frozen. 

Not only him, even Lan Yu Ting who had the aura of a ‘queen’ had been completely frozen. 

She pursed her lips and the temper of a young miss came up. She looked at Nan Yi Sheng in disbelief, 

“Your highness, how could you protect this lowly servant and not your harem girls!” 

Nan Yi Sheng slightly knitted his brows and there was a dark look that appeared in his starry eyes. 

Luo Qing Chen could feel the surroundings become a bit colder and she never thought that the male 

lead would get angry for her! 

“My harem girl?” He gave a cold snort and looked at Lan Yu Ting for the first time as he softly said, “I 

really don’t need it.” 

This was Luo Qing Chen’s first time feeling that Nan Yi Sheng was this cold. There wasn’t a single bit of 

warmth in his words just now. 

Lan Yu Ting was stunned and she couldn’t come back to her senses. 

The crown prince in front of her was the one she always wanted to marry, this time the witch race had 

finally said that his highness’ destined princess was in the hall. 

She thought that whether it was in terms of status or beauty, there wasn’t a single harem girl that would 

dare say that she was first if she said she was second. 



But now before the war even started, she had lost to a…..maid? 

“Your highness……” Lan Yu Ting’s lips were a bit pale and tears appeared in her eyes. 

It was different from the tears from before, this time she really felt terrible. 

How could it be like this? How could his highness protect this lowly maid! 

“From this day forth, there’s no need for this side hall.” Nan Yi Sheng calmly looked over everyone 

before saying, “I wanted Xiao Chen to stay here for a few days, but I never thought that there would be 

guests calling themselves the host.” 

His final words were very direct, it was a bare slap to Lan Yu Ting’s face. 

The host should be this maid Luo Qing Chen and not the harem girl Lan Yu Ting. 

She was…..the shameless guest calling herself the host…… 

When the harem girls heard this, they all turned to look at Lan Yu Ting. 

In their eyes, if it wasn’t for Lan Yu Ting being this overbearing, they wouldn’t have to leave. As long as 

they didn’t leave, they would have a chance. 

Whether it was the crown prince or the other highness, this was the only path to becoming a phoenix. 

However, none of them would have this path because of Lan Yu Ting. 

A beautiful woman in a green plum dress kneeled down and said, “I hope that your highness can forgive 

us. We have always followed the rules and have never overstepped after coming into the palace, but 

miss Lan is so aggressive and doesn’t treat us as people.” 

There was another person that kneeled down, “Big sister Cui’er is right, we hope that your highness will 

not chase us out. It doesn’t matter even if I stay in this side hall for an eternity……” 

All the harem girls kneeled down and said, “We hope your highness can forgive us.” 

Seeing this, Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help revealing a faint smile. This time Lan Yu Ting could be 

considered attacked by the crowd, it seemed like she normally treated these people with the same 

attitude! 

Her eyes were on the top of her head, putting no one in her eyes. 

If this kind of person really became the princess, she would live for an even shorter time in the palace! 

  

Chapter 1837: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 18) 

Lan Yu Ting’s face was as ugly as it could be at this moment. She never thought that these harem girls 

would all group up on her. 

After all, she always thought that they would desperately try to appeal to her and flatter her. 

But she never expected……that they actually…… 



Luo Qing Chen wasn’t surprised by this at all since she knew that these harem girls hadn’t suffered 

before and they were all the favourite of their parents. For them to be suddenly suppressed by someone 

with the same status, they naturally wouldn’t accept it. 

“You all, you are all people who follow others!” Lan Yu Ting angrily stomped her foot and roared, “I 

definitely won’t let you——” 

“Pa!” 

Before she finished, there was a crisp slap sound that filled the air. 

There was a palm print that appeared on Lan Yu Ting’s face which had come from her father who cared 

about nothing. 

The so-called…..imperial doctor! 

“Dad……” Lan Yu Ting held her face as tears came down and an aggrieved look appeared in her eyes. 

The imperial doctor looked at her with a pained look, but there was nothing else he could do. 

After being in the court for many years, he naturally knew that the gentle crown prince was truly angry 

before. 

He was the future king, he wasn’t someone who could be offended! 

“Kneel!” He roared out as his face turned red and veins popped out on his head, looking quite angry. 

Lan Yu Ting was clearly scared by this and she kneeled down without even having time to think. 

Since she was young, her father had never been fierce with her. No matter what she did, he was never 

willing to scold her. 

But in front of everyone, he made her kneel in such a fierce voice. 

The imperial doctor kneeled down beside her and lowered his head towards Nan Yi Sheng, “It was this 

old minister’s fault, I ask your highness for forgiveness! Please don’t implicate her.” 

This move was to win everyone’s heart since no one’s background here was normal. 

Now that he had offended his highness, he couldn’t offend the others. 

Nan Yi Sheng had narrowed his eyes the entire time and his handsome face was calm, not showing any 

emotions. 

Luo Qing Chen stood beside him with her hands crossed, looking like she was watching a play. 

He looked over from time to time and saw her clear as water eyes. His heart couldn’t help skipping a 

beat. 

Could it be that there really was beauty in the eyes of a lover? He strangely felt…..that she looked quite 

good. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 30%.] 



When the system’s notification rang out, Luo Qing Chen immediately turned to look at Nan Yi Sheng 

who was secretly looking at her. 

His deep as ink eyes that had a strange gentleness in them was completely different from the tense 

situation present. 

“I don’t care if this side hall stays or not.” Nan Yi Sheng paused as he looked at Luo Qing Chen with 

gentle eyes, “You can ask the girl beside me if she’s willing or not. If she’s willing, I don’t mind.” 

Everyone turned to look at Luo Qing Chen at that moment. 

Shock, confusion, jealousy, envy, and hatred…… 

Countless eyes crossed and Nan Yi Sheng had pushed her into becoming the center of attention. 

Everything seemed to have gone through a dramatic reversal, with a single maid deciding if all the 

harem girls went or stayed. 

Luo Qing Chen felt that Nan Yi Sheng at this moment…..was simply too handsome, alright? 

  

Chapter 1838: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 19) 

After Lan Yu Ting heard what Nan Yi Sheng said, she was frozen in spot and couldn’t come back to her 

senses for a long time. 

She couldn’t understand why she lost like this and it looked so ugly…… 

She was like a dancing clown that everyone watched. There was a burning pain on her face and her 

heart was filled with hatred towards this maid. 

After turning away, Luo Qing Chen gave a cough as she looked at the harem girls, “If you need my 

opinion, it doesn’t matter if you stay or leave, I don’t care.” 

She pursed her lips and revealed a faint smile, not forgetting to look at Nan Yi Sheng after her voice fell. 

His eyes had a faint glow in them and there was a feeling of exploration in his eyes as they fell on her. 

Although it showed she was special to him whether it was in terms of his words or his actions, he was 

still only at 30% affection. 

If Luo Qing Chen didn’t feel it was strange, she must have been dazzled by the love. 

After the matter of the side hall was solved, Luo Qing Chen was brought back to the Starlight Hall by Nan 

Yi Sheng. Other than gaining quite a few looks filled with hatred, there was nothing else gained. 

“You will live here temporarily from this day forth.” Nan Yi Sheng looked into her clear eyes, “The two 

maids will take care of you.” 

His eyes were gentle and had a glow she couldn’t see through. 

Luo Qing Chen looked up and asked him, “Is your highness going to hide your lover in a nest?” 



It felt a bit awkward and a bit of flirting would take care of this strange feeling. 

Nan Yi Sheng’s lips curled slightly, “There’s no need to hide, I’ve already decided on the title of 

princess.” 

Although this person was a man who had lived and died with her many times in different worlds, when 

he said this in a new world, her heart would always tremble. 

“Me…..?” 

“Otherwise who else?” Nan Yi Sheng raised his hand and gently touched her dimple with his slightly cold 

fingers. 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes couldn’t help trembling nervously. 

She thought that she would tease the male lead to take care of this awkward feeling, but she never 

knew that a single touch from him would make her heart panic like this. 

The golden light from outside the window fell onto their faces and they looked quite well matched for 

each other. 

“But, will King Nan Chao agree?” Luo Qing Chen looked up and said, “After all, when it comes to 

status……” 

“Xiao Chen said it in the side palace just now, you’re not someone who cares about status.” He looked at 

her without any worry in his eyes. 

This feeling was different from the dramas about ancient times. Shouldn’t the princess chosen for a 

crown prince by a king be of noble birth? 

Seeing that Luo Qing Chen’s eyes were filled with doubt, Nan Yi Sheng softly patted her head, “Relax! 

The crown prince of the Nan Zhao Country has the right to choose his own princess.” 

“Why?” Luo Qing Chen blinked, “This situation is rarely seen in our…..in other countries.” 

Luo Qing Chen was scared by her ‘mistake’. 

After all, the relationship between the Mu Country and the Nan Chao Country wasn’t as good as it 

seemed, so it was best not to reveal this matter right now. 

“Because the Nan Zhao Country lives with the witches and we trust intuition very much.” Nan Yi Sheng 

carefully looked at her, “From the first day I saw you, I knew that you would be my princess.” 

  

Chapter 1839: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 20) 

It had to be said, Nan Yi Sheng really was different from what she could see. The flirting that came from 

his mouth was both elegant and enjoyable. 

She admitted that she was very happy when she entered the Starlight Hall. 



Qiu Ju and Dong’er came back to their senses after following her from the side hall to the Starlight Hall. 

They looked at her with excited looks, “Xiao Chen, Xiao Chen, Xiao Chen, you’ve really become a phoenix 

this time!” 

“Wa, so jealous! But I’m very happy for you.” 

Luo Qing Chen put one hand on her cheek and the other hand tapped the table out of habit as she 

narrowed her eyes to say in a thoughtful voice, “Does the Nan Chao Country really trust the witches that 

much?” 

Qiu Ju and Dong’er looked at each other before looking at Luo Qing Chen with confused looks, “Xiao 

Chen, you’re not from the Nan Chao Country?” 

“Wu.” Luo Qing Chen thought about it before beginning her long play, looking at them and saying, “You 

can’t say this. I was born in the Nan Chao Country, but because my family was poor, we were always 

wandering around.” 

She said this while giving a sigh, creating the atmosphere of the story. 

“Un, so it’s like this!” Dong’er had a sad look on her face as she tried comforting her, “Xiao Chen really is 

miserable. Although my family was poor, at least we could live together and didn’t have to live outside.” 

“My family used to be very poor and my dad lost everything in a bet, so he even sold me!” Qiu Ju’s face 

still hadn’t fully recovered. Her face was still pale, but when she told her story, her energy came back. 

“Qiu Ju really is an optimist.” Luo Qing Chen changed the topic back to what she wanted to know and 

asked, “So both King Nan Chao and his highness trust the words of the witch race without doubting it?” 

“Of course! The witch race is the heaven of the Nan Chao Country.” Qiu Ju looked at Luo Qing Chen and 

explained, “Aunt Luo Xin isn’t the saint of the witches, even King Nan Chao would have to bow to the 

saint of the witches!” 

Seeing that Qiu Ju was a bit loud, Dong’er quickly hit her head to warn her, “Do you want to get hit 

again?” 

Qiu Ju quickly stuck out her tongue and raised her hand in surrender, “Sorry, sorry, it was my mouth!” 

She made the action of sealing her mouth as she said this. Luo Qing Chen shook her head and felt that 

her actions were a bit familiar. 

“Right, right, you shouldn’t talk, I’ll do it!” Dong’er made them a pot of tea and told the story of the birth 

of the Nan Chao Country and the witch race. 

Four hundred years ago, the princess of the Nan Chao Country was the witch race’s saint during that 

time. 

The witch race had forbidden the saint from being with people of the normal world and had separated 

them. 



But the saint eloped with the king in the middle of the night, which incited the witch race’s Heavenly 

Spiritual Flower Array. It filled the sky of the Nan Chao Kingdom in sand and plunged it into a world of 

darkness like the end of the world. 

The Nan Chao Kingdom never had a clear day then. The sand and wind kept blowing, submerging the 

Nan Chao Kingdom in sand. 

The entire Nan Chao Kingdom couldn’t survive. The saint left the king after seeing this and went back to 

Heavenly Snow Peak alone, using a secret technique to calm the Heavenly Spiritual Flower Array. 

After that night, the Nan Chao Kingdom was no longer ravaged by sand and wind, as everything 

returned to peace. 

But that saint had disappeared…… 

  

Chapter 1840: Killer wife of King Nan Chao (Part 21) 

The witch race knew their mistake, causing countless innocent citizens to lose their homes and lives. 

In order to make up for this mistake, the witch race rebuilt the Heavenly Spiritual Flower Array on 

Heavenly Snow Peak to hold a ceremony for the King Nan Chao. 

It was said that on that day, holy water fell from the sky from the Heavenly Spiritual Flower Array, as the 

land covered in sand welcomed the rising sun. 

This was the first sun that the Nan Chao Kingdom had seen for a long time. The king stood in front of the 

Heavenly Spiritual Flower Array, like an old man who had aged thirty years, looking quite sad. 

The patriarch of the witch race gave him a deep bow, which represented the guilt of his race. 

For all the innocent people who died and for the witch race’s saint….. 

“So what happened to the witch race’s saint?” Luo Qing Chen was strangely pulled into this story, feeling 

that it was a very sad story. 

Dong’er gave a shrug as she said, “Who knows? This is a legend!” 

“Legends should have an ending!” Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help thinking of the palpitations in her heart 

when she saw the Heavenly Spiritual Flower Array that day. 

This witch race, it wasn’t that simple. 

“The ending is that the witch race and the Nan Chao Kingdom had a good relationship, blessing them 

with good weather all year and peace for the kingdom! The tribute each year is for the people who had 

died under the sand and wind that year.” 

Although Dong’er explained this, Luo Qing Chen was still confused about many things. 

For example: Where did the saint go? For example, why did the Heavenly Spiritual Flower Array cause 

such a large disaster! 



But she felt that she wouldn’t get an answer even if she asked Dong’er, so after silently thinking about it, 

she washed her face and went to bed. 

It had to be said, the blankets in Nan Yi Sheng’s palace really were comfortable, it felt like she could 

sleep through the end of the world. 

Or perhaps…..she had been a bit tired over the last two days. 

The next morning, Qiu Ju and Dong’er who had been maids with her were now serving her. 

She really wasn’t used to this change in status. 

“You go busy yourself, I’ll do it myself!” 

“I’ll do it, I’ll do it!” 

“No need, I’ll do it myself!” 

“This servant serving the master is normal!” Qiu Ju’s lips seemed like they had honey sprinkled on them 

as she looked at her and said, “Not to mention a beautiful master who protects her own!” 

Luo Qing Chen thought about it after hearing this. It seemed like her personality had been exposed 

under the sun and wasn’t hidden at all. 

For example, she was a person whose thoughts were very short term! 

Since she had moved into the Starlight Hall, although she hadn’t been canonized yet, other than Qiu Ju 

and Dong’er, there were four other maids and one older maid who had come in. 

Each maid had a big box in their hands and the sparkling things inside seemed quite valuable. 

The maids were all dressed differently from Qiu Ju and Dong’er, it was clear that they were of a higher 

rank. 

“Miss Chen, this servant was sent by his highness to serve the miss.” When the older maid’s voice fell, 

she waved her hand. 

The four other maids put their boxes down in an orderly manner and slowly opened them. 

Each box had a different thing. One was filled with silks, one was filled with gold and silver coins, one 

was filled with ancient calligraphy and painting, and the final one….was filled with gold ingots! 

It had to be said, Nan Yi Sheng really was thoughtful. The first three were things that she could use in 

the palace and the last one told her: If you’re not satisfied, you can just spend the box of gold ingots! 

 


